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Abstract

In this paper, we address the Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location Problem. It is a location-routing problem 
aimed at determining a subset of locations to set up plants dedicated to serving customers. We propose a 
mathematical formulation to model the problem. The high computational burden required by the formulation 
when tackling large scenarios encourages us to develop a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure 
with Probabilistic Learning Model. Its rationale is to divide the problem into two interconnected sub-problems. 
The computational results indicate the high performance of our proposal in terms of the quality of reported 
solutions and computational time. Specifically, we have overcome the best approach from the literature on a 
wide range of scenarios. DOI:  10.9781/ijimai.2022.04.003
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I. Introduction

Location-routing problems are a family of hard combinatorial 
optimization problems found in the field of distribution network 

design. The objective is to open a subset of depots in potential locations 
with the aim of fulfilling the demand of customers by means of a fleet of 
vehicles. Traditionally, these optimization problems have been tackled 
separately. However, the evolution of computers, the emergence of 
new optimization techniques, and the necessity of holistic solutions 
for new problem applications have aroused a renewed interest in their 
joint solution.

Nowadays, in city and last-mile logistics, freight transportation 
stakeholders and service providers have to regularly redesign and 
improve their logistics processes to satisfy customers requirements 
while reducing infrastructure and transportation costs. The design of 
transportation networks in the context of less-thana- truck deliveries 
leads to the definition of the Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location 
Problem (UPCLP). 

The UPCLP is an NP-Hard optimization problem whose main goal 
is to select a subset of locations from a bigger set of potential locations 
where establish plants to serve a determined set of customers. The 
number of plants is unknown in advance, but it is important to remark 
that due to the operations required to create a plant, both the set up 
and the assignment of a customer to it have a specific cost. Each plant 

has one vehicle to serve all its customers following a determined route 
that also have an associated cost. A solution for the UPCLP solves two 
different subproblems:

• Obtaining the set of locations where open the plants to serve all 
customers, minimizing the cost to open the plants and assigning 
every customer to a determined plant.

• Determining the routes followed by the vehicles to serve its 
assigned customers with the less possible cost.

In the strong sense, this problem combines two well-known 
optimization problems: the Uncapacitated Facility Location Problem 
[1] and the Multi-Depot Travelling Salesman Problem [2]. Section III 
explains the UPCLP in detail.

The applications for the UPCLP are those related to the location of 
plants where the service or freights distributed to customers are not 
affected by plant or vehicle capacity constraints. Related applications 
can be found in humanitarian logistics [3], telecommunications [4], 
[5], distribution system design [6], postal delivery [7], [8], among 
others.

The main goals of the present paper are described as follows:

• Proposing an optimization model for the UPCLP.

• Developing a metaheuristic approach based on the paradigm of 
the Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) 
that incorporates a probability distribution for selecting locations 
within the UPCLP. Its goal is to obtain faster solutions than the 
optimization model, and on the other hand, provide feasible 
solutions for larger scenarios that may appear in practical cases 
and where the optimization model is unable to provide a solution.
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• Assessing the performance of the GRASP in comparison with 
the best approach so far and our optimization model on problem 
instances from the literature. Additionally, with the aim of 
evaluating our metaheuristic on structured scenarios, a set of 
instances adapted from TSPLIB [9] to simulate largescale scenarios 
are also tackled.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section II 
reviews the literature related to the UPCLP. Section III explains the 
detail of the UPCLP. Afterwards, Section IV presents an optimization 
model of the UPCLP. Section V describes a GRASP with Probabilistic 
Learning Model to solve the UPCLP from an approximate standpoint. 
Section VI discusses the applicability of the optimization model and 
a metaheuristic approach to realistic scenarios and checks their 
performances in comparison with a previous approach. Finally, 
Section VII extracts the main conclusions from the work and suggests 
several lines for further research.

II. Literature Review

The interest in location-routing problems by the scientific 
community has increased over the last years. One of the seminal papers 
in the field can be attributed to Watson-Gandy and Dohrn in 1973, as 
indicated in [10]. The main reason for the joint treatment of decisions 
concerning the location of plants and vehicle routing is found in that 
solving them independently gives rise to only suboptimal results in 
most cases. The suboptimality of the results has been demonstrated in 
a multitude of works published in the literature. This is the case of the 
two-phase tabu search proposed in [11].

Evidence of the increasing interest is the fact that numerous 
surveys dedicated to the analysis and classification of works related 
to location-routing problems have been published so far. Some 
outstanding examples are the papers [12], [10], [13], [14], and [15]. 
New variants and applications of location-routing problems are also 
discussed in [16].

The interest in this kind of problem has arisen from several practical 
fields. This is the case of waste management. The work [17] aims to 
identify the best place to open treatment centers and how to route the 
hazardous waste derived from industrial activity to disposal centers in 
a region of Turkey. In this case, the optimization goal is to minimize the 
transportation risk and the total cost associated with the fixed annual 
cost of opening a treatment technology and a disposal facility. The 
authors propose a mixed-integer programming model that incorporates 
constraints to handle mass balance or the minimum amount of waste 
required for technology. Furthermore, [18] introduces an improved 
metaheuristic with a specially-designed directed local search procedure 
to solve a general two-echelon multi-objective location routing 
problem in waste collection. In particular, two-echelon transportations 
must first collect waste generated in demand nodes to collection 
centers. Then, the waste must be transported while considering flow 
constraints and capacity constraints. [19] uses a K-Means clustering 
combined with an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) to find the shortest 
routes between 2 nodes in a network of IoT devices optimizing 
the Quality of Service of the network. This paper divides the whole 
network into clusters depending of the types of subnetworks, which 
optimizes the routes creation. Lastly, [20] focuses on the capacitated 
location routing problem, where each depot has a fixed opening cost 
and a known capacity to satisfy the customers’ demand. Also, the 
vehicles have capacities and travelling costs. Thus, the optimization 
criterion is to minimize the total cost, composed of depot, travelling, 
and vehicle costs. The problem is solved by means of a a hybrid genetic 
algorithm that explores unfeasible solutions and presents a high 
competitive performance in comparison with other approaches found 
in the literature in terms of solution quality and time efficiency.

Other practical applications of location-routing problems are 
telecommunication network design, electric vehicle transportation, 
good distribution or airline topologies, among others. For example, 
[21] addresses the problem of designing synchronous digital hierarchy 
rings in the context of mobile communications access networks. The 
problem consists in finding the number and type of the base station 
controllers to locate at each potential site and, on the other hand, 
in defining synchronous digital hierarchy rings such that each base 
transceiver station is in exactly one ring. The authors propose a 
mixed integer programming model and a heuristic method to solve 
the problem in realworld instances. [22] seeks to find the number 
and location of electric vehicle battery swap stations with an optimal 
route plan based on stochastic customer demands. The problem is 
solved by means of a hybrid variable neighbourhood search algorithm 
that combines a binary particle swarm optimization. [23] presents a 
transportation location routing problem in which the goal is to satisfy 
the demand of clients from a set of plants with maximum capacity and 
through intermediate eligible points called city distribution centers, 
which are sites dedicated to receive products from the plants and 
deliver them to the clients. The objectives are minimizing the total 
operation cost of the system and maintain balance in the vehicle 
operator’s workload. Lastly, [24] includes a set of hubs to improve the 
routes followed by planes on iranian airspace, using a Multi-objective 
Genetic Algorithm to set the best places to locate these hubs.

Due to their performance, metaheuristics have become attractive 
alternatives to address location routing problems. Representative 
examples of these techniques have been proposed so far. Some of 
them are variable neighborhood search [25], multiple ant colony 
optimization algorithm [26], Simulated Annealing [27], Particle Swarm 
Optimization [28], hybrid PSO with Path Relinking [29], Tabu Search 
[30], GRASP with Path Relinking [31], and clustering analysis [32].

In spite of the existence of a wide corpus of papers in the literature 
about location-routing problems, the works briefly described in the 
following are of special interest in this paper. [33] introduced the 
Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location Problem and proposed a preliminary 
version of the technique presented in the paper at hand. [34] presents 
a strategic problem that can be seen as a generalization of the location-
routing problem in which the Capacitated Facility Location Problem 
and the Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem are combined. The 
mentioned problem considers costs derived from vehicle usage, vehicle 
and location capacities, and customer demands. Similar multiroute 
capacitated approaches have been recently considered in [35], [36], and 
[37]. Moreover, [38] presents a multiobjective application of location-
routing problems to home-to-work bus service. On the other hand, [39] 
proposes a MIP model and a Branch-and-Cut algorithm to solve several 
two-level network design problems. Furthermore, [40] and [41] address 
the PCLP with maximum service capacity constraints associated with 
the plants to set up. In the first paper, the authors propose a Branch 
and Cut, even guarantees the optimality of the reported solutions, it 
requires extremely large computational times (more than 1 hour) in 
a multitude of cases. In the latter paper, a tabu search is proposed 
in which an initial solution is obtained from an optimization model. 
Lastly, [42] proposes a metaheuristic approach based upon the Honey 
Bees Mating Optimization algorithm for solving the UPCLP. The 
computational results indicate the algorithm provides highquality 
solutions in reasonable computational times.

III. Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location Problem

The Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location Problem (UPCLP) is 
a deterministic optimization problem that seeks to select a subset 
of locations to set up plants with the aim of serving customers 
geographically distributed on a two-dimensional scenario.
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Input data of the UPCLP is a set of m potential discrete locations 
(e.g., places with the required technical equipment, safety places, etc.), 
denoted as M, in which to place plants (e.g., industrial infrastructures, 
hubs, health-care services, warehouses, cross-docking centers, etc.) to 
serve a well-known set of n customers, denoted as N. Each available 
location, j ∈ M, could have at most one plant. This way, the set of plants 
is denoted as P ⊆ M. The number of plants set up at the available 
locations is k ≤ m, but unknown in advance. That is, |P| = k. In this 
regard, setting up a plant at location j ∈ M incurs a fixed cost, denoted 
as oj ≥ 0, which indicates, according to the application field, the 
opening cost, time required to establish a medical camp, etc.

In the UPCLP, each plant can serve an unlimited number of customers 
whereas each customer must be served directly by exactly one of the 
plants (i.e., single-echelon approach). However, assigning a customer 
i ∈ N to a plant at location j ∈ M gives rise to a fixed cost, denoted as 
cij ≥ 0, which indicates the cost of providing service to the customer. 
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that a given customer can 
be assigned to a plant at any location. The plant where a customer i 
∈ N is assigned to is denoted as σ(i) ∈ P. The set of customers served 
from a given location j ∈ M is denoted as Nj, where N = ∪j∈M Nj and Nj 
∩ Nj' = ∅, ∀j, j' ∈ M. It should be noted that Nj = H whenever no plant 
is set up at location j ∈ M. Furthermore, the set of customers assigned 
to a given plant must be served following a delivery route. In this 
regard, the travel cost between two customers or locations, i, j ∈ N ∪ M, 
is symmetric and denoted as dij > 0, where dij = dji. All the travel costs 
satisfy the triangle inequality [43].

The previous description of the UPCLP indicates the following 
decisions have to be made: (i) selecting a subset of locations in which 
to set up plants, (ii) determining which each plant serves a subset of 
customers, and (iii) building vehicle routes to serve the customers (i.e., 
the sequence in which those customers associated with each plant are 
going to be served).

Fig. 1. illustrates an example of the UPCLP composed of m = 5 
locations and n = 25 customers. In this case, k = 2 plants have been set 
up. One of the plants serves customers 1, 10, 11, 19, 7, 8, 18, 5, 17, 14, 15, 
2, 13, and 6, whereas the other plant serves the remaining customers.

Fig. 1. Example of the Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location Problem composed 
of m = 5 locations and n = 25 customers.

Finally, it worth mentioning that, whenever the UPCLP consists of 
only one location in which to place plants to serve the customers (i.e., 
m = k = 1) and all the assignment costs are equal (i.e., cij = r; ∀i ∈ N; 
j ∈ M, where r is a non-negative value), the UPCLP reduces to the 
Travelling Salesman Problem [44]. Consequently, in the strong sense, 
the UPCLP belongs to the NP-hard class of optimization problem.

IV. Optimization Model

In this section, we present a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming 
(MILP) model aimed at solving the Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location 
Problem (UPCLP). With this goal in mind, in the following we firstly 
introduce the families of variables used in the model:

ui Integer variable associated with customer i ∈ N

xij 1 if the edge (i, j) is included in the solution, where i,
j ∈ M ∪ N. 0, otherwise

yj 1 if a plant is set up at location j ∈ M. 0,

otherwise

zij 1 if customer i ∈ N is assigned to a plant set up

at location j ∈ M. 0, otherwise

The objective function of the MILP is to minimize the costs derived 
from (i) setting up plants, (ii) assigning customers to the plants, and 
(iii) routing the customers, as shown in (1):

 (1)

Each customer is assigned to exactly one plant, as seen in (2):

 (2)

Each plant can serve an unlimited number of customers, as shown 
in (3):

 (3)

where parameter nlimit has to be equal to or larger than n for 
modeling the uncapacitated version of this problem with regards to 
facilities. For switching to the capacitated version, then nlimit has to be 
less than n (leading to the PCLP). Finally, note that in our case, this 
constraint is redundant and can be omitted.

Degree constraints aimed at ensuring that each customer has 
previous (4) and next (5) nodes in its route:

 (4)

 (5)

Degree constraints aimed at ensuring that each location has 
previous (6) and next (7) nodes only if a plant has been set up:

 (6)

 (7)

Subtour elimination constraints in which all the customers can be 
served along the same route can be seen on equations (8) and (9):

 (8)

 (9)

The edge (i; j) can be used if and only if customer i ∈ N is assigned 
to a plant set up at location j ∈ M, as seen in (10):

 (10)

Constraint (11) restricts if customers i, i' ∈ N are assigned to plants 
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set up at different locations, j, j' ∈ M, then they cannot be in the same 
route:

 (11)

Finally, the domain of the decision variables is defined on equations 
(12), (13) and (14):

 (12)

 (13)

 (14)

V. Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure 
With Probabilistic Learning Model

A Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure [45] with  
Probabilistic Learning Model (GRASP-PLM) is here presented to solve 
the Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location Problem (UPCLP). In general 
terms, a GRASP is an iterative metaheuristic based upon two main 
components: a constructive phase aimed at building feasible solutions 
and an intensification phase dedicated to improving the quality of 
the found solutions. The high performance of the GRASP when 
tackling a wide range of heterogeneous combinatorial problems from 
the literature encourages us to consider it as a promising candidate 
to solve the UPCLP. The GRASP-PLM includes a joint probability 
distribution that allows selecting a subset of locations to set up plants.

The rationale behind our GRASP-PLM is to split the UPCLP into the 
following two interconnected sub-problems to be solved consecutively:

1. High-level Problem (HP). Determining the subset of locations in 
which to set up plants to serve the customers (i.e., P ⊆ M). 

2. Low-level Problem (LP). Given the plants, assigning the customers 
to the plants and determining the delivery routes to serve them.

The pseudocode of our GRASP-PLM is depicted in Algorithm 1. 
The first step is to obtain a solution of the HP, sHP , by sampling the 
PLM (line 3). This process is described in Section A. Once the plants 
have been set up, the assignments and routes of the customers are 
determined by means of a constructive phase (line 4). This phase gives 
rise to a feasible solution of the UPCLP, denoted as s. A local optimum, 
slocal, is achieve from s. The PLM is updated in those cases in which 
the best solution found by the search is improved (lines 6-9). Lastly, 
the search is finished when a certain stop criterion is met (lines 2-10).

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of the GRASP-PLM for the Uncapacitated 
Plant Cycle Location Problem

1: sbest → ∅
2: while (stop criterion is not met) do
3:     sHP ← Get high-level solution from the probabilistic learning  
         model

4:        s ← Assign customers and determine routes associated with the  
         plants in sHP

5:      slocal ← Apply local search to s
6:      if (f (slocal)   f (sbest)) then
7:           sbest ← slocal

8:           Update probabilistic learning model with sbest

9:      end if
10: end while
11: Return sbest

A. High-Level Problem
The High-level Problem (HP) seeks to determine a subset of 

locations to set up plants aimed at serving the customers. The main 
decisions to make at this point are to (i) determine the number of those 
plants to set up and (ii) select a non-empty set of locations to set up 
plants. With these goals in mind, we propose to use a Probabilistic 
Learning Model (PLM). It is composed of the following vectors of 
probabilities:

1. v1. It is a vector of m elements, where v1(i) is the probability of 
opening i plants. This probability is formally defined as follows:

 (15)

where f1(i) is the number of times i plants have been open in a 
previous high-quality solution found during the search. Initially,  
f1(i) = 1, ∀i = 1, 2, …, m.

2. v2. It is a vector of m elements, where v2(i) is the probability of 
setting up a plant at location i. This probability is formally defined 
as follows:

 (16)

where f2(i) is the number of times a plant has been set up at 
location i ∈ M in a previous high-quality solution found during the 
search. Initially, f2(i) = 1, ∀i = 1, 2, …, m.

A two-step process is carried out to sample solutions from the 
PLM. Firstly, a random probability is generated, denoted as p1 ∈ [0 ... 
1]. This probability allows to determine the number of plants to set up,  
1 ≤ k ≤ m, as follows:

 (17)

Finally, once the number of plants is known, a set P composed of 
k locations must be defined according to the probabilities in v2. The 
pseudocode of this process is depicted in Algorithm 2. At each step, a 
probability p2 ∈ [0 ... 1] is generated. The location with the maximum 
cumulative probability no greater than p2 is selected. The process 
finishes when k different locations have been selected. It should be 
noted that P constitutes a solution of the HP.

Algorithm 2. Pseudocode of selection of locations in which to set up 
plants

1: P ← ∅
2: while (|P| < k) do
3:      p2 ← Generate random probability

4:      

5:      P ← P ∪ (l)
6: end while

7: Return P

As indicated in Algorithm 1, the PLM is updated every time a new 
best solution, sbest, is found during the search. This means that, if  
|P| = k in sbest, the following operations are carried out:

 (18)

 (19)

This way, the influence of selecting k plants and the relevant 
locations are increased for the following sampling process according 
to equations (15) and (16), respectively.
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B. Low-Level Problem
The solutions of the HP are not feasible solutions of the UPCLP. In 

order to overcome this fact, we must still determine the assignments 
of customers to plants and the routes to serve them. For this purpose, 
we use a GRASP.

The constructive phase of our GRASP builds a feasible solution of 
the UPCLP iteratively. At each step, one non-assigned customer is 
considered to be part of the solution. This customer can be assigned 
to one of the k plants defined by the high-level solution previously. 
Additionally, given a customer and a plant to serve it, this customer 
can be routed between each pair of consecutive nodes in the route of 
that plant.

A greedy function, g : (a, b, c, p) → ℝ, evaluates the impact on the 
objective function value of including the customer b ∈ N between the 
consecutive customers or locations a, c ∈ M ∪ N in the route of the 
plant p ∈ P. That is:

 (20)

This impact on the objective function value originates in adding 
edge (a, b) and (b, c), assigning customer b ∈ N to plant p ∈ P, and 
removing edge (a, c).

All the possible positions in which non-assigned customers can be 
placed in the routes of the selected plants are evaluated according to  
g ( ⋅, ⋅, ⋅, ⋅ ). These possibilities are ordered incrementally based on their 
impacts on the objective function value. The ω > 0 best possibilities 
constitute a Restricted Candidate List (RCL). The value of parameter 
ω is set by the user. At each step, one candidate is extracted from the 
RCL according to the roulette wheel selection and the involved non-
assigned customer is included in the solution under construction. The 
process finishes when all the customers have been assigned and routed. 
Consequently, a feasible solution of the UPCLP is, at this point, obtained.

The optimality of the solutions reported by the constructive phase 
is not guaranteed. The reason is found in using a greedy but myopic 
function to evaluate the impact of including non-assigned customers 
into the solutions under construction.

We propose an intensification phase based upon local search 
to explore the current region of the search space. With this goal 
in mind, we consider a single one-point movement to explore 
the neighbourhood of each solution obtained after applying the 
constructive phase. Given a feasible solution of the UPCLP, the 
one-point movement relocates a customer into a new position, in 
the same, different, or new route. We evaluate the impact on the 
objective function value of applying the one-point movement 

to relocate each customer into each possible target position. 
Particularly, removing a customer i ∈ N from its current position in 
a route is computed as follows:

 (21)

where p(i) and s(i) denote the previous and next nodes of customer 
i in its route, whereas ϕ(i, α) is a binary variable that takes value 1 if 
and only if the route of i contains exactly α customers (i.e., |Nσ(i)| = α). 
It should be noted that, a plant can be removed from the solution when 
its route contains only one customer and this is relocated. Similarly, 
relocating a customer i ∈ N before another node j ∈ M ∪ N is computed 
as follows:

 (22)

The first case corresponds to those scenarios in which customer i is 
included in a new route starting from a plant set up at location j ∈ M. 
The remaining cases refer to those environments in which i is placed 
before a plant or another customer, respectively.

According to equations (21) and (22), the impact on the objective 
function value of relocating a customer i ∈ N from its current position 
to the previous position of node j ∈ M ∪ N is computed as follows:

 (23)

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the customers are randomly 
selected to be relocated. The travel costs between a customer i ∈ N to 
relocate and the remaining nodes are sorted in increasing order so that 
we first evaluate relocating i before those nodes at minimum travel 
cost. In addition, at each step, the best improving neighbour solution 
is chosen.

VI. Computational Experiments

This section is dedicated to assessing the optimization model’s 
performances introduced in Section IV and the Greedy Ran-
domized Adaptive Search Procedure with Probabilistic Learning 
Model (GRASP-PLM) presented in Section V. In this regard, all the 
computational experiments presented hereunder have been conducted 
over the benchmark suite proposed in [42] and in-stances adapted 
from the TSPLIB [9]. All the problem instances are published to be 
freely used by the research community1. The mathematical model 
has been executed with CPLEX 12.3, set to all-default. Our proposed 

1  https://sites.google.com/site/gciports/plantcycle
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optimization technique has been im-plemented in Java Standard 
Edition 7. In all cases, we have used a computer equipped with an Intel 
i7-3.50 GHz and 16 GB of RAM and performed 10 executions of each 
problem instance.

A. Parameter Setting
We have carried out a parameter setting before applying the 

GRASP-PLM. The parameters whose values must be determined are 
the size of the Restricted Candidate List (RCL), denoted as ω, and the 
number of iterations to perform.

Fig. 2. shows the average objective function value of 10 executions 
over a subset of problem instances with different sizes and the average 
computational time required by our GRASP-PLM when varying ω 
from 2 up to 20.

As can be checked, there is a strong tendency to improve the 
quality of the solutions reported by the GRASP-PLM when increasing 
the number of elements included in the RCL. However, increasing the 
value of ω gives rise to require larger computational times. The reason 
is that considering a large number of elements allows the search to 
have a relevant diversity, but it is harder to build the RCL at each step. 
This is because every solution must be evaluated before including it 
in the RCL, with its corresponding computational cost. In order to 
obtain a good balance between quality and computational time, in 
the remainder of this paper, we have executed our GRASP-PLM with  
ω = 12.

With the aim to determine if there are significant differences 
between the groups of solutions obtained with different values of ω, 
the Friedman test [46] is applied to the average objective function 
value of these solutions. The significance level of this test is 0.05, 
which indicates that there are statistically significant differences 
among the solutions under analysis. Fig. 3. shows the interquartile 
range returned by the Friedman test for every possible values of ω. 
Depending on its interquartile range, every group of solutions is 
classified on different groups, identified by letters. Groups of solutions 
classified with the same letter do not have significant differences 
between them. As can be observed on this graphic, results with  
ω ∈ [12, 20] belong to group f, which implies that their solutions do 
not have significant differences. This consolidates the decision of 
using ω = 12 in the subsequent computational experiments.

Moreover, when assessing the number of iterations, we have 
evaluated the average objective function value for the different groups 
of instances for 1000 iterations and ω = 12. Fig. 4., Fig. 5., and Fig. 6. 
show the results when n = 10, 25, 100, respectively. As can be checked, 
when the iterations are increased, the average quality in terms of 
objective function value increases. However, it should be noted that 

the performance improvement is accompanied by a linear increase 
of the computational time. In the following experiments, we have 
selected 100 as a number of iterations to perform for each instance 
on the basis of maintaining a suitable and competitive performance in 
terms of computational time with the other approach reported in the 
literature [42].
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B. Performance Evaluation
Tables I and II show the results obtained by the optimization 

model introduced in Section IV, the Honey Bees Mating Optimization 
algorithm (HBMO) proposed in [42], and our GRASP-PLM on a wide 
range of small-, medium-, and large-size instances proposed in [42]. In 
this case, column Instances reports the characteristics of the problem 
instances under analysis. For each problem instance, the number of 
customers, n, the number of locations, m, and the cost to set up a plant, 
op, are shown. In Table I, the computational results for the small- and 
medium-size problem instances are reported. These instances have a 
number of locations ranging from m = 5 up to m = 25, the number of 
customers ranges from n = 10 up to n = 25, whereas the cost to set up 
plants ranges from op = 1 up to op = 1000. On the other hand, Table II 
shows the results for the large-size problem instances. These instances 
have a number of locations ranging from m = 50 up to m = 100, the 
number of customers ranges from n = 50 up to n = 100, whereas the 
cost to set up plants ranges from op = 1 up to op = 1000. Each entry of 
the tables corresponds to a group of 5 problem instances. Hence, the 
average values are reported for each case.
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TABLE I. Computational Results for the Small- and Medium-Size Problem Instances

Instances CPLEX
HBMO GRASP-PLM

Deviation (%) t (s.) Deviation (%) t (s.)

n m Op Opt. t (s.) Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max.
10 5 1 6003.0 0.21 0.32 0.46 1.00 0.33 0.35 0.38 0.00 0.04 0.04 < 0.01 0.01 0.01

250 6105.6 0.13 0.00 0.88 1.38 0.35 0.39 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 < 0.01 0.01 0.01
500 6362.2 0.15 0.00 0.36 0.90 0.50 0.52 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 < 0.01 0.01 0.01
964 6735.8 0.19 0.00 0.52 1.90 0.44 0.48 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 < 0.01 0.01 0.01

1000 7956.6 0.20 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.52 0.56 0.60 0.00 0.02 0.20 < 0.01 0.01 0.01
10 10 1 4291.2 0.23 0.69 0.77 1.07 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02

13 5106.2 0.40 0.99 2.52 3.74 0.27 0.30 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
250 5785.2 1.26 0.00 1.48 4.54 0.31 0.35 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
500 6655.4 0.79 0.00 1.56 4.36 0.30 0.45 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02

1000 8042.2 0.74 0.01 1.34 3.02 0.34 0.44 0.59 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.02
25 10 1 8616.0 41.84 0.23 0.58 1.31 0.79 0.85 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.06

250 10206.2 89.28 0.57 1.35 1.89 0.58 0.67 0.81 0.00 0.04 0.16 0.05 0.06 0.06
500 12048.2 101.83 1.14 2.85 4.27 0.62 0.81 1.14 0.00 0.39 0.91 0.05 0.06 0.06
508 11823.8 422.96 0.83 2.47 5.21 1.16 1.78 2.46 0.00 0.11 0.33 0.05 0.06 0.07

1000 13524.8 114.33 1.65 4.83 7.68 1.21 1.82 2.88 0.26 1.54 3.56 0.05 0.05 0.06
25 25 1 6042.4 20.95 0.33 0.66 0.87 0.49 0.51 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.11

70 7501.8 84.99 1.21 1.71 2.42 0.45 0.48 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.10 0.10
250 9610.6 75.62 4.94 6.41 7.38 0.45 0.49 0.53 0.00 0.14 0.41 0.09 0.10 0.11
500 9989.4 98.23 6.06 10.42 14.23 0.48 0.59 0.81 0.02 0.34 1.02 0.09 0.10 0.10

1000 13096.2 1970.58 2.34 8.73 17.94 0.72 1.38 2.44 1.71 3.47 5.41 0.09 0.09 0.10
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TABLE II. Computational Results for the Large-Size Problem Instances

Instances
HBMO GRASP-PLM

Objetive function value t (s.) Objetive function value Deviation (%) t (s.)

n m Op Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max.

50 50 1 9091.40 9149.40 9208.60 0.94 1.00 1.07 9038.20 9046.60 9055.80 -0.59 -1.12 -1.66 0.58 0.60 0.62

250 14852.20 15071.80 15333.00 0.89 0.94 0.99 13415.60 13498.14 13607.60 -9.70 -10.48 -11.30 0.56 0.58 0.59

454 19277.60 20717.64 22103.20 0.85 0.94 1.11 16770.40 16991.82 17205.20 -12.96 -17.95 -22.10 0.53 0.55 0.57

500 19510.60 20606.24 21977.20 0.92 1.06 1.24 16653.60 16962.30 17270.40 -14.56 -17.65 -21.33 0.53 0.55 0.58

1000 20792.20 23732.60 26991.40 1.10 2.36 4.68 20391.60 21086.86 21981.00 -4.20 -11.98 -19.96 0.52 0.55 0.57

100 50 1 16384.60 16457.72 16541.00 2.17 2.27 2.38 15908.80 15935.32 15968.00 -2.87 -3.15 -3.45 2.49 2.52 2.55

250 24173.00 24686.96 25271.20 2.25 2.44 2.75 21545.00 21782.50 21950.60 -10.62 -11.56 -12.97 2.18 2.26 2.32

500 31267.40 32430.72 33239.60 2.25 2.63 3.44 26571.80 27178.06 27610.40 -15.03 -16.21 -16.95 2.12 2.18 2.24

964 35864.00 37897.32 40118.40 3.23 6.23 11.24 31073.60 32194.08 33181.20 -13.30 -15.03 -17.21 2.04 2.07 2.13

1000 36165.20 38626.20 41159.60 3.41 5.42 8.86 31509.40 32783.08 33630.60 -12.65 -14.94 -18.08 2.04 2.10 2.15

100 100 1 13024.00 13124.72 13226.40 2.58 2.68 2.76 12783.20 12804.74 12835.40 -1.84 -2.43 -2.95 4.02 4.07 4.11

13 13023.20 13097.48 13161.80 2.61 2.68 2.76 12856.20 12884.52 12930.20 -1.28 -1.62 -1.75 4.04 4.09 4.13

250 24269.00 24911.24 25434.60 2.47 2.58 2.70 21164.80 21417.90 21599.40 -12.79 -14.03 -15.08 3.62 3.74 3.84

500 31830.00 33783.60 36248.20 2.44 2.64 2.87 26217.40 26825.74 27344.60 -17.59 -20.57 -24.55 3.50 3.63 3.74

1000 37435.60 40444.72 44159.60 3.16 4.46 6.19 32248.20 33400.64 34472.20 -13.63 -17.17 -21.51 3.41 3.54 3.69

TABLE III. Computational Results for Problem Instances Adapted From the TSPLIB [9]

Instances CPLEX
GRASP-PLM

Objetive function value Deviation (%) t (s.)

name n m Op Obj. Gap (%) t (s.) Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg. Max.

burma14 11 3 1 57.0 0.00 0.13 57.00 57.00 57.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.08 0.31

250 323.0 0.00 0.17 323.00 323.00 323.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.08 0.23

500 569.0 0.00 0.11 569.00 569.00 569.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.06

1000 1070.0 0.00 0.07 1070.00 1070.00 1070.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.06 0.07

ulises22 1 5 1 209.0 0.00 9.10 215.00 215.00 215.00 2.87 2.87 2.87 0.14 0.15 0.15

250 520.0 0.00 13.48 520.00 520.00 520.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.13 0.14

500 786.0 0.00 3.92 786.00 786.10 787.00 0.00 0.01 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.13

1000 1345.0 0.00 5.05 1345.00 1345.00 1345.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.13 0.14

dantzig42 32 10 1 2519.0 26.03 3600.00 2243.00 2243.00 2243.00 -10.96 -10.96 -10.96 0.67 0.70 0.85

250 3331.0 10.60 3600.00 3195.00 3284.20 3357.00 -4.08 -1.40 0.78 0.60 0.64 0.66

500 3574.0 0.00 1809.00 3600.00 3633.50 3723.00 0.73 1.66 4.17 0.60 0.63 0.67

1000 4536.0 0.00 1294.07 4536.00 4551.30 4571.00 0.00 0.34 0.77 0.56 0.61 0.85

hk48 36 12 1 33158.0 20.60 3600.00 33833.00 33956.00 34053.00 2.04 2.41 2.70 0.92 1.01 1.15

250 41256.0 30.85 3600.00 36405.00 36441.50 36482.00 -11.76 -11.67 -11.57 0.91 0.94 0.96

500 42324.0 31.64 3600.00 35588.00 35596.40 35609.00 -15.92 -15.90 -15.87 0.86 0.90 0.94

1000 41308.0 27.41 3600.00 37827.00 38205.10 38378.00 -8.43 -7.51 -7.09 0.90 0.95 1.01

lin105 79 26 1 — — — 59713.00 60758.70 61868.00 — — — 7.72 7.96 8.26

250 — — — 67029.00 67176.80 67332.00 — — — 7.96 8.52 10.00

500 — — — 65138.00 66055.60 67283.00 — — — 7.64 8.02 8.53

1000 — — — 67328.00 68483.50 69016.00 — — — 7.63 7.93 8.51

pr152 114 38 1 — — — 442586.00 459030.10 471043.00 — — — 23.77 24.46 25.95

250 — — — 432127.00 447690.30 463756.00 — — — 23.99 25.05 25.91

500 — — — 477308.00 496260.80 505313.00 — — — 25.15 25.39 25.72

1000 — — — 461980.00 474970.20 490027.00 — — — 24.17 24.61 24.98
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Column CPLEX in Table I reports the objective function value (Opt.) 
and computational time (t (s.)), measured in seconds, required by 
CPLEX when solving the optimization model. Columns HBMO and 
GRASP-PLM show the results obtained by the approximate techniques. 
In each case, the deviation (Deviation (%)) in terms of objective 
function value in comparison with the solutions obtained by CPLEX 
and the computational times (t (s.)) are shown. The minimum (Min.), 
average (Avg.), and maximum (Max.) deviations are reported in both 
cases. Similarly, the minimum (Min.), average (Avg.), and maximum 
(Max.) computational times used by the techniques are shown.

As can be checked in Table I, GRASP-PLM outperforms HBMO in 
terms of quality of the solutions and computational time. It should be 
noted that the deviations corresponding to the worst solutions reported 
by GRASP-PLM are still better than the average deviations reported 
by HBMO. Concerning the computational time, GRASP-PLM exhibits 
a competitive performance in comparison with HBMO and CPLEX. 
In this regard, GRASP-PLM maintains a stable temporal performance, 
requiring at most about 0.11 seconds on average. This computational 
advantage added to the relevant robustness shown by GRASP-PLM 
in terms of average deviations and difference between the best and 
the worst average deviations, makes our algorithm a competitive and 
suitable approach when tackling scenarios of this size.

Table II shows the computational results for the large-size problem 
instances. In this case, due to the fact that CPLEX is not able to provide 
a feasible solution, only the results obtained by the approximate 
approaches are reported. Namely, columns HBMO and GRASP-PLM. The 
objective function value (Objective function value) and computational 
time (t (s.)) are provided for each one. These columns include the 
minimum (Min.), average (Avg.), and maximum (Max.) computed values 
based upon the 10 executions. Moreover, we also provide the deviation 
(Deviation (%)) in terms of objective function value calculated in 
comparison with those objective function values provided by HBMO.

The computational results reported in Table II indicate that 
GRASP-PLM clearly improves HBMO on the basis of the quality of 
the solutions found. It should be noted that GRASP-PLM presents an 
average improvement of about 20% for a group of problem instances. 
Even though the computational times required by both methods are 
quite similar, it should be highlighted that GRASP-PLM presents a 
stable performance in terms of the difference between minimum 
and maximum computational times. On the other hand, as can be 
checked, HBMO reports the worst performance in this aspect. Hence, 
at the light of these results, it concludes that GRASP-PLM is also a 
competitive approach for large-size scenarios.

With the goal of checking if there are significant differences 
between the results obtained by the GRASP-PLM in comparison 
with those returned by the HBMO, the paired-sample Wilcoxon 
test is applied [47]. This test is performed with the results from the 
experiments summarized in Tables I and II, with a significance level of 
0.05. This test concludes that there are significant differences between 
the solutions reported by both algorithms.

The performance of the GRASP-PLM has also been checked on 
representative problem instances adapted from other problems. In 
this case, the instances included in the TSPLIB [9] for the well-known 
Travelling Salesman Problem [44]. Concretely, a subset of points is 
randomly selected to be potential locations in which to set up plants, 
whereas the remaining points are customers.

The computational results for the instances adapted from TSPLIB 
are reported in Table III. As can be checked, as long as the size of 
the instances increases the performance of CPLEX in terms of quality 
of the solutions is compromised. Specifically, CPLEX is not able to 
provide a feasible solution for the largest instances (lin105 and pr152) 
within a time limit of 3600 seconds. Nevertheless, GRASP-PLM 

provides a feasible solution in all the cases. For the problem instances 
where both, CPLEX and GRASP-PLM, provide feasible solutions, we 
report the deviation of GRASP-PLM with respect to the best solution 
provided by CPLEX. In this regard, although GRASP-PLM is not able 
to provide the best solution in some cases, its temporal performance 
greatly outperforms CPLEX and maintains a similar performance 
regardless the variation of the value of op.

VII. Conclusions and Further Research

In this paper, a mathematical model and a metaheuristic approach 
based on Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure with 
a Probabilistic Learning Model (GRASP-PLM) for solving the 
Uncapacitated Plant Cycle Location Problem (UPCLP) have been studied. 
In order to evaluate their performances, extensive computational 
experiments over a wide range of problem instances from a benchmark 
suite proposed in the related literature is performed. Thus, these 
problem instances have been solved using both, the mathematical 
model implemented in a general purpose solver (i.e., CPLEX) and our 
GRASP-PLM. Moreover, we also report a comparison for these problem 
instances with an approximate approach published in the literature 
based on the Honey Bees Mating Optimization algorithm (HBMO) 
[42], which returns good quality solutions in short computational times 
when solving the UPCLP. Finally, a new set of instances from the well-
known TSPLIB has been adapted in order to evaluate the performance 
of our approaches in different structured instances.

The computational results show that our GRASP-PLM exhibits 
a competitive performance in terms of computational times for the 
small- and medium-size problem instances in comparison with the 
computational times required by CPLEX and HBMO. Specifically, 
GRASP-PLM outperforms HBMO on the basis of the average objective 
function value. This improvement becomes even more substantial 
when tackling large-size problem instances, where CPLEX is not 
even able to provide a feasible solution. Unlike CPLEX, GRASP-PLM 
provides high-quality solutions through short computational times. It 
also reports a stable and slight increase in computational time when 
the problem size increases.

Considering the computational results provided in this work, we 
can claim that GRASP-PLM is an advisable algorithm for tackling 
the UPCLP in practical environments, being especially suitable in 
large-scale scenarios. It provides high-quality solutions by means of 
short computational times, in the range of a few seconds. Another 
outstanding characteristic exhibited by GRASP-PLM for this problem 
is that the variance of time and quality is quite stable in terms of the 
difference between the minimum and maximum values.

For future work, we intend to extend this model and algorithm to 
emergency scenarios. In these scenarios, we usually have several types 
of locations and vehicles and we have to schedule them for providing 
care to the victims as soon as possible. Lastly, the UPCLP can be 
studied assigning priorities to the customers, which can be applied 
also on emergency scenarios.
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